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ABSTRACT. The paper present the so-called "an extended averaged equation approach" 
to the investigation of nonlinear vibration problems. The numerical results in analysing the 
vibration systems with weak, middle and strong non-linearity show the advantages of the 
method. 
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l. Introduction 
In recent decades, a great number of achievements in nonlinear oscillation field 
has been obtained. There are several documents specializing in approximate tech-
niques for solving deterministic and / or random vibration problems, for instance, 
see [1-6] and see [7-9], respectively. Many outstanding analysis methods as well as 
numerical methods are established. As results, significant characteristics of nonlin-
ear systems subject to deterministic or random excitations are discovered. These 
properties have been effectively applied to many engineering fields, such as problems 
of vibration for machines, traffic means, civil-engineering etc ... 
However, there still exist many problems that need to be investigated, namely, 
there is a number of gaps between weakly nonlinear systems and strongly nonlinear 
ones, between deterministic systems and stochastic ones. Some well-known meth-
ods which can be applied to stochastic systems (for instant, the F-P-K equation 
method, the Gaussian closure method ... ) normally cannot be used for deterministic 
ones and vice verse (for example, the harmonic balance method, ... ) due to the fact 
that many principal concepts in stochastic vibrations do not make sense in deter-
ministic fields. Furthermore, it is obviously that some outstanding methods such 
as: the method of small parameter, the averaging method, the Gaussian equivalent 
linearization method, the Gaussian closure method ... are very effective in analyzing 
weakly nonlinear systems. Nevertheless, the accuracy of these techniques decreases 
rapidly when non-linearity of the systems increases. 
Several well-known analysis methods are very useful in theoretical investigations 
but can hardly be combined with computers (for instant, the averaging method ... ). 
In contrast, many numerical methods are very effective in calculating and making 
simulations but they have a limited ability to find out common properties or rules 
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governing systems due to its weak point in analysis . Therefore. "semi numerical-
semi analysis methods" need introducing by researches. 
In addition, vibration problems of engineering systems with strong non-linearity 
especially the ones under earthquakes , storms ... have been of great concern. Unfor-
tunately, most of well-known approximate methods such as method of small para-
meter , averaging method [1-6] for investigating non-linear vibration phenomena are 
only applicable to weakly nonlinear systems. 
Method of moment equation (ME) is an effective tool analysis of random vibra-
tion problems. It can give good approximate solution for strong nonlinear systems 
if an adequate choice of closure can be made [10-12] . 
The aim of the paper is to extend the method of ME to the field of determin-
istic vibrations. First , an extended averaged equation for deterministic systems is 
presented and then, for illustration, some free oscillations of the Duffing system 
are investigated. Finally, the advantages of the proposed method are shown in the 
numerical results. 
2. Extend averaged equation for deterministic system 
Consider a nonlinear system 
(2.1) 
where f(Z) = (!1 (Z), h(Z) , ... , fn(Z)) is a nonlinear function vector of the vector 
Z . Together with the original system (2.1) , we introduce its corresponding linear 
system 
X=AX, X=(x1 ,X2 , ... , xn), A={aij} (i , j=l, 2, . . . ,n), (2.2) 
here A is an unknown constant matrix, which will be determined from equations 
proposed later by the method. For an arbitrary differentiable function 'W(Z, X) one 
gets 
(2.3) 
Denote the averaged operator (Borgoliubov & Mitropolskii [1-3]) 
T 





(~~) = 0. (2.5) 
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So, one gets 
(2.6) 
It is supposed that all the averaged terms in the Eq. (2.6) exist . In the paper, we 
consider W = zk'z~, W = zk'x~, W = x'kx~, here k , s, m, p = 0, 1, 2, .. . It should 
be remarked that, the equation (2.6) - (a set of equations) could be referred ,to as 
extended averaged equation, which is similar to the moment equation in the theory 
of random vibrations, where the averaged operator is taken in the probabilistic 
meaning. The first advantage of the Eq. (2.6) is that this equation is exact one 
if the condition (2.5) is satisfied. The second advantage is that the Eq. (2.6) can 
be applicable to weak and strong nonlinear systems since the condition of small 
nonlinearity of the system is not used for establishing the Eq. (2.6). Furthermore, 
the Eq. (2.6) contains both the response Z(t) of the original system and the response 
X(t) of its corresponding linear system. Thus, it can express the link between the 
responses. Consequently, it allows us to makes choices of the variable Z(t) in some 
optimal ways. On the other hand, one might suppose that the accuracy of the 
technique would be better if more averaged equations could be satisfi.ed. In order 
to satisfy more equations, the original variable Z ( t) is proposed to be taken in form 
of a nonlinear vector function of variable X ( t) 
Z = <I>(X,a) , (2 .7) 
here a also is an unknown vector. Now, Z(t) is not a solution of a linear system 
any longer, so it can express nonlinear properties of the original system, whiCh is 
used to be ignored when applying some classical methods. In this paper, we confine 
ourselves to establishing the response of the nonlinear Eq. (2.1) in a polynomial 
form. Consequently, the matrix A and the vector a of the polynomial are unknown, 
which will be determined by solving a certain closed set of equations formed from 
the Eqs. (2.6) (and initial conditions of the Eq. (2.1) , if there are) . 
It seems that the averaged equations (2.6) may give good approximate solutions 
for both weak and strong nonlinear systems. These advantages will be illustrated 
by some following examples. 
3. Duffing oscillator 
Consider a free oscillator of the Duffing system governed by the following equa-
tion 
{
z + f3z + cz3 = 0 
with 
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z(O) = zo 





Introduce its corresponding linear system 
(3.2) 
In this cases, the Eq. (2.6) takes the form 
(aw . ) (aw ( ) ) (aw ) (aw 2 ) -z - -. f z + -x - -. k x = 0 oz oz ox ox ' (3.3) 
where 
f(z) = /3z + z3 . (3.4) 
Taking the "lowest" polynomial functions w(z, i, x, x) from (3.3), one gets fol-
lowing equations, for example, 
for w = zi 
for 'l1 =xi 
(i2) - (z(/3z + cz3)) = 0 
(x(/3z + cz3 )) - (ix) = 0 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
The equation (3.5) is conventional averaged one for original variable z, i while 
the equation (3.6) etc ... contain z, i, x, x. They show links between the variables. 
In order to close a set of averaged equations one needs some additional relationships 
between the variables. For instance, in the averaging method one puts 
z(t) = x(t), (3.7) 
here x(t) - the solution of the linear system (3.2), takes the form 
x = a cos <.p; <.p = kt. (3.8) 
It should be noted that, according to (3.7) , z(t) can be considered as a polynomial 
with only one term of i( t) (the first-degree one) and the coefficient of the polynomial 
is equal to unit. It follows from (3.lb), (3.7) and (3.8) that a = z0 . Then, there 
is only one unknown k (or the period T) left. Thus, only one equation from the 
hierarchy of the averaged equations is needed. One can use the Eq. (3.5), which 
now coincides with Eq. (3.6) 
(3.9) 
For a T-period solution z(t), one has 
T 2~ 
(.) = ~ J (.)dt = 2~ J (.)d<.p . (3.10) 
0 0 
Therefore, it follows from (3.8)-(3.9) 




k2 _ f3 3c-a
2 
- +-4- · 
Denoting A= c-z5, one gets the period of the one-term-solution 
r,. = 27r = 27r 




It should be remarked that for the Eq. (3.1) one has the exact period TE ([1, 4)) for 
,8 = 1 
7r /2 
TE = 4 J d() , where m = A · 
v'l +A Jl - msin2 () 2(1 +A) 
0 
(3.14) 
Now, the response of the nonlinear Eq. (3.1) is proposed to be a cubic polynomial 
z(t) = x(t) + ax3(t) . (3.15) 
Thus, there are 3 unknowns a, a and k (or T). They can be found from a closed set 
of 3 equation (3.lb), (3.5)-(3.6). The Eq. (3.lb) gives 
(zo - a) 
a= 3 . 
a 
(3.16) 
Substituting (3.16) ~nto (3.5) and (3.6), we obtain following equations for a and T 
12807r2a2 - 64{3a2T 2 - 7c-a4T 2 - 15367r2zoa - l28{3z0aT2 - 20c-z0a3T 2 
- 320,Bz5T2 - 42c-z6a2T 2 - 84c-z5aT2 - 231cztT2 + 230411"2 z5 = 0, 
1287r2 - 32{3T2 - 3c-a2T 2 - 2lc-z5T2 = 0. 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
Finally, the solution z(t) of the original nonlinear system (3.1) can be obtained from 
(3.15). The period T1 , the period Tp obtained by the Eq.s (3.17)-(3.18) are compared 
with the exact ones are shown in the Table 1 for ,8 = 1 with different values of c. 
Table 1 
c TE TP error of Tp Ti error of T1 
0 6.28319 6.28319 6.28319 
0.01 6.25976 6.25976 -7.10-83 6.25976 -0.00013 
0.1 6.06066 6.06065 -0.000063 6.06004 -0.013 
1 4.76802 4.76734 -0.0143 4.74964 -0.393 
4 3.17972 3.17724 -0.0783 3.14159 -1.23 
10 2.19183 2.18897 -0.133 2.15511 -1.683 
40 1.15186 1.14984 -0.173 1.12849 -2.033 
100 0.73628 0.73490 -0.183 0.720731 -2.113 
1000 0.23435 0.23389 -0.193 0.229277 -2.173 
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The cases /3 = 1 
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It can be seen from the Table 1 that the periods TP are very close to TE . For 
further illustration, pairs of the graphs obtained by the proposed method and by 
numerical simulation are shown in the following figures for the cases: f3 = 1, f3 = -1 
and (3 = 0 with different values of c. 
It can be seen from the Figs. 1, 2, 3 (a. b, c, d) that each pair of the graphs 
obtained by the proposed method and by the numerical simulation approximately 
coincide with each other in the case of weak non-linearity and in that of strong 
non-linearity. 
4. Conclusion 
In the paper, the original and its corresponding linear equations are considered 
simultaneously. As the result , the so-called extended averaged equation is estab-
lished. It is similar to the moment equations in the theory of random vibrations, 
where the averaged operator is taken in the probabilistic meaning. In addition, the 
solution of the nonlinear system is proposed to be a polynomial of the solution of its 
corresponding linear system. Based on this equation, the correlation between the 
original variable Z(t) and the variable X(t) is shown. Thus, a possible way to deter-
mine the polynomial coefficients and the linear system can be derived. In . addition, 
the technique is quite simple since it can use properties of the harmonic functions , 
although the calculations are more complicated than the averaging method. The 
proposed method has been effectively applied to the free oscillations of the Duffing 
system. However, the technique should be tested for other non-linear systems and 
some related questions may aside: Which set of extended averaged equations and 
which form of polynomials should be chosen to get a better approximate solution? 
The research has been supported by a grant of the Fundamental Research PrO-
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MO RQNG PHUONG PHAP PHUONG TRINH MOMEN CHO 
H~ DAO DQNG PHI TUYEN TIEN D~NH 
Bai bao de xuat phll'ang phap "phll'ang trlnh trung blnh suy n)ng" - m(>t S\f 
ma r(>ng phll'ang phap phll'ang trlnh mo men ctl.a dao d<)ng ngau nhien. Dong thai 
phll'ang phap cling de ngh! mo ta nghi~m ctl.a h~ phi tuyen bang m<)t ham phi tuyen 
ctl.a nghi~m ctl.a h~ tuyen tinh tll'ang 1rng. Phll'ang phap dll'qc trlnh bay tong quat 
ve phll'ang di~n ly thuyet. De minh h<?a, da ap d\mg cho cac dao d<)ng t\l' do ctl.a 
h~ Duffing co thanh phan phi tuyen b~c ba v&i thanh phan l\fC dan hoi tuyen tinh 
dU'ang, fun va bang khong. Cac ket qua so cho thay ll'U diem ctl.a phU'ang phap doi 
v&i cac h~ co de) phi tuyen yeu, vua va m9'nh. 
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